
 

 

STUDENT-APARTMENTHOUSE VET-MED – a home for students 

Our dormitory is located, surrounded by a big private garden, opposite of Veterinary Medicine 

University Vienna. We are perfectly connected to the Viennese public transportation system via tram 

25 and 26, as well as bus line 27A. Tram 25 carries you in less than 5min to the subway station 

‘Kagran’ for instance. 

We provide modern and conveniently equipped single-room apartments including a private 

kitchenette, private bathroom and furnished living/sleeping space including a big desk. For couples 

(with kids also  ) we provide bigger apartments (limited) as well. Our bedclothes-system can be used 

free of charge. Furthermore you are supported by our cleaning staff in your apartment. You are able 

to use our WIFI free of charge. In our dormitory you can find two TV-rooms with cable connections, 

common rooms, a lockable room for your bicycle including racks, parking lots (underground garage), 

laundry, a multi-purpose room and especially appealing during the summer months a big and 

cultivated garden. Parking lots in our underground garage can be rented separately depending on 

their availability. 

The monthly rent for a single-room apartment including operating costs and energy costs adds up to 

€ 370,00 within the student year 2021/2022. Applications are accepted at all times. If you should be 

interested in a short-time stay in Vienna please do not hesitate to contact us. The price from two 

consecutive nights on is € 25,00 in a single-room apartment. 

Journey time incl. walking distance according to time schedule of ‘Wiener Linien’: 

University of Vienna, University of Music and Performing Arts, Medical University of Vienna

 approx. 40 min 

University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna, TU Vienna, Law School 

 approx. 35 min 

We are looking forward to your inquiry! 

 

Studenten-Apartmenthaus VetMed 

Josef-Baumann-Gasse 8a 

1220 Vienna, Tel. +43 1-258 11 45 

office@vetheim.at 

www.vetheim.at 
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